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ABSTRACT

Poloidal eddy currents are induced on the continuous torus vacuum vessel by changes of

the toroidal field during the machine start-up(toroidal field coil charge), shut-down(toroidal

field coil discharge) and plasma disruptionCplasma diamgnetism change). Analytic forms for

the eddy currents flowing on the vessel, consequent pressures and forces acting on it are

presented in this report. The results are applied to typical operation modes of the KT-2

tokamak.

Stress analysis for two typical operation modes of toroidal field damping during a machine

shut-down and plasma energy quench during a plasma disruption were carried out using 3D

FEM code(ANSYS 5.2).
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Mechanical impacts of poloidal eddy currents

on the continuous vacuum vessel of a tokamak

Abstract

Poloidal eddy currents are induced on the continuous torus vacuum vessel by changes of

the toroidal field during the machine start-up(toroidal field coil charge), shut-down(toroidal

field coil discharge) and plasma disruption(plasma diamgnetism change). Analytic forms for

the eddy currents flowing on the vessel, consequent pressures and forces acting on it are

presented in this report. The results are applied to typical operation modes of the KT-2

tokamak.

Stress analysis for two typical operation modes of toroidal field damping during a machine

shut-down and plasma energy quench during a plasma disruption were carried out using 3D

FEM code(ANSYS 5.2).

I. Introduction

One of the critical considerations in tokamak design for mechanical engineers, electrical

engineers and plasma physicists is the effect of eddy currents induced on the vacuum vessel.

Vessel eddy currents are induced due to transient magnetic fields in practically every

tokamak operation stage. The eddy currents may give rise to damaging forces in the vessel

structure[l,2,3].

During plasma initiation, vertical displacement and plasma current quench, variations of

poloidal magnetic fields produce toroidal vessel currents, while poloidal vessel currents are

generated due to changes of the toroidal magnetic field in the stages of TF(toroidal field)

rising and TF damping. The change of poloidal beta and consequent variation of plasma

diamagnetism in a plasma disruption also produces poloidal eddy currents on the vessel. The

vessel currents interact with magnetic fields orthogonal to them, and the resultant

electromagnetic load is perpendicular to the vessel surface. In addition to the mechnical

impacts the eddy currents also inhibit plasma formation, equilibrium field ramp-up and plasma

active control. They, however, help fast passive control of the plasma and shield magnets

placed outside the vessel from electromagnetic transient. The practical level of the effect of

the vessel eddy current depends on the relative magnitude of the magnetic field diffusion(or

current decay) time constant compared with the change rate of the applied field. The longer
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the diffusion time is, the stronger the effect is.

This report describes the procedure of estimating the effect of vessel poloidal eddy

currents produced by the changes of the toroidal field due to any causes. In Sec. II general

expressions for the eddy currents induced on the all-welded torus vacuum vessel and

pressures acting on the vessel when the toroidal field coil is charged or discharged. The

mode of the diamagnetic change in a plasma disruption is considered in Sec. III. Application

of the results on the KT-2 tokamak is found in each section. Finally, the results of the

stress analysis in TF damping and plasma energy quench as typical operation modes

producing poloidal eddy currents are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. Charging and discharging the toroidal field coil[4]

Figure 1 shows a toroidal field coil modeled as a current sheet and a conducting torus

shell located inside the coil. The coil and the vessel have arbitrary cross-sections.

Before start-up(t<0) the field is zero on both sides of the vessel, while the coil field B

exists in the steady state with the toroidal field coil charged fully. The field inside the vessel

starts to increase or decrease as the coil is charged or discharged. There may be delays in

feeling the field change inside the vessel due to the finite field diffusion time depending on

the vessel material and geometry. The toroidal field is usually varied so slowly that it may

be assumed to be a quas-steady one. That is, the field inside the vessel is just the same

field applied by the toroidal field coil, without any delay and any distortion, except minor

contribution from vessel currents.

The locally induced magnetic pressure is given by Equation (1).

Bi
P = Jv ( B, + ) tv (1)

2

where, P: magnetic pressure acting on the vessel at a observing point(=P(r))[Pa]

Jv- current density flowing on the vessel(=Jv(r))[A/m2]

Bt: magnetic field applied by toroidal field coil(=B,(r))[T]

B,: magnetic field induced by the vessel eddy currents(=Bi(r))[T], 1/2 is introduced

because the poloidal current does not produce toroidal field outside the current

shell, then in the vessel wall Bi is assumed to be changed linearly from zero at

the outer surface to the full value at the inner surface
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Bi during discharge
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CW druing discharge
CCW during charge
Outward during discharge
Inward during charge

Fig.l. Current and pressure induced on a vessel placed within a toroidal field coil.



t\- thickness of the vessel wall[m]

r: major radius to the point in questionfm].

The pressure is composed of two terms(P=P,,+Pi), one from the applied field(P,,=JvBitv) and the

other from the induced field(Pi=JvBitv/2). The direction of the pressure depends on the

directions of the vessel current and the magnetic field. The direction of B( is not changed in

spite of variation in the magnitude, and that of induced current depends on the sign of

change rate of Bt. The first term has minus sign(inward) when the field decreases, and

plus(outward) when the field increases. The second term has always plus because the induced

field has the same sign as the vessel current. The magnitude of the second term is expected

to be much lower than the first term because it is second-order.

The power supply of the toroidal field coil may be considered as a constant voltage

source. Because the coil is a inductive load the coil current and the field varies in accordance

with a exponential function. To shorten the time taken to reach the flat top power supply

voltage is increased a little higher(a few tens percent) than a steady one at the flat top. The

ratio of the two volages is called overvoltage or forcing factor and is denoted usually by a.

If the toroidal field coil is charged from zero according to Equation (2), we can obtain

expressions of Jv, Bi and consequently P in Equation (1) step by step.

RP

B t = ffBto (1-e""') (2)

where, a'- overvoltage factor(=supplied voltage/flat-top voltage)

Biô  flat-top mafnetic field at the plasma center[T]

Rp: major radius to the plasma center[T]

T '• time constant of the coil(=Lc/Rc, Lc is the coil inductance and Re is the coil

resistance) [sec]

t: time[sec]

The induced vessel poloidal current is governed by the circuit equation as follows,

dlv d <P
Lv + Rvlv = (3)

dt dt

where, Lv' poloidal inductance of the vessel[H]
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Rv̂  poloidal resistance[I2]

Iv- vessel poloidal current(=2/r rtvJv(r))[A]

0- magnetic flux linking the cross-section of the vessel[Wb].

0 is obtained by integrating applied magnetic field over the cross-sectional area of the vessel

and is given by Equation (4)(refer to Fig. 1 for notations of the variables used in the

equation).

dA
0 = / B t d A = ffB,oRp(l-eLr)/

r
•in a pdpd8

= aBtoR P ( l - e t r ) / / = C F ( l - e V r ) (4)
0 ° Ro+pcos<9

where, a: minor radius to the vessel wall(=a( 6 ))[m]

P '• minor radius to the infinitesimal element of surface integrationtm]

Ro: major radius to the vessel centertm]

C- constant(= ffBtoRp)

F: double integral term.

Lv and Rv are calculated by the vessel geometry and are expressed by Equations (5) and

(6) respectively.

d 0 v Mo
Lv = = F (5)

dlv 2 x

where, 0V- flux linking the vessel cross-section, generated by the vessel current[Wb]

Mo- permeability in vacuum.

? d £ V 2T /~(a2d 6 2+da2) V 2*
R — I _ r r

v — J — } — J

° °
Ro+acos0 2KU Ro+acos0

where, V '• resistivity of the vessel material[i2.m]

G: integral term.

The induced vessel current Iv is obtained by inserting Equation (4) into Equation (3), and

by solving it. L is given by Equation (7).



aBioRpF 2K a 6 BioRptv F
Iv = ( e

u r - e
l / r v ) = ( e v r - e U r v ) (7)

r v r v

- R v ( l ) r ( l ) G

where, - sign represents the current is induced to oppose the field increase

a '• conductivity of the vessel material(=l/7 )[mho/m]

r v- time constant of the vessel as a poloidal circuit(=Lv/Rv= a /*otvF/G)[sec].

Using relations Jv=Iv/2;rrtv and Bi= fi oIv/2 K r, and inserting Equations (2) and (7) into

Equation (1), Equation (8) for the pressure acting on the vessel is obtained.

ff2Bto2Rp2<rtv F fxooU F
P = (1 - eOr <e l / r-e ' t / r v))(e ' t / r-e l / r v> (8)

r 2 r ( l - r v / r ) G 2 r ( l - r » / r ) G

where, - sign indicates inward pressure on the vessel wall.

If the vessel has a circular cross-section(a( 6 )=av), F and G are solved analytically;

F(circular)=2jr(Ro-vr(Ro2-av2)), G(circular)=2n av/~(Ro2-av2), and F/G=avD(D is a constant,

=l+Avr(A2-l)-A2, A is the aspect ratio of the vessel(=Rc/av), D-»l when A>2). From

Equations (5) and (6) an intuitive expression of r v for circular cross-section is obtained as

Equation (9).

r v(circular) = uoo tvav D (9)

The ratio r J z (equivalent to, so called, magnetic Reynolds number Rm) is negligible when

the field change is so slow that the relation r>>//offtva is satisfied even in non-circular

cross-sections. Then Equations (7) and (8) may be changed to approximate forms (10) and

(11) respectively.

(10)

(10) '

a 2Bto
2RP

2 a tv F MooU F
P = (1 -(1 + ) e L ' r ) e t / r (11)

r r ( l - r v / r ) G 2 r ( l - r T / r ) G
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a "Bio"Rp" a U F MO a tv F
(1 - ( 1 + )e L ' r ) e Vr (11) '

r"r G 2r G

The pressure calculated by Equation (11)' is minus for the period of 0^t< r ln(l+Rm/2) = r v/2

(maximum error is - a 2Rp
2Rm

2Bto
2/2 n or2 at t=+0), where Rm is defined as R m =r v / r = <r fiotvF/

rG, and final error at t>>0 is about Rn,xl00 % arising from deletion of the term (1- r / r v).

The pressure has a maximum of flr2Rp
2(Rm/(2+Rm))Bio2/2^or2 at t= r ln(2+Rm) ~ r In2 (note,

here, e l r —0.5). Rm <<1 (or r > > r v ) is usaually satisfied and the error is negligible around

the maximum. In Equation (11) the ratio PL/PO (as defined in the explanation on Equation (1))

is obtained to be Rm/2, which indicates the term Pi can be neglected safely. Then Equation

(11) is changed to the more simplified form Equation (12).

a 2Bio2RP
2 a U F

P = - — — < l - e V r ) e l r (12)
r" r (1 - r v/ r ) G

ff2BlO
2RP

2<7tv F

r2r G
-(1 - e^e ' 1 7 ' (12)'

The maximum of Equation (12)', Pm, is easily solved and is given by Equation (13) which is

used generally for fast estimation of the pressure..

a "Bto RP" r v

Pm = ; (13)
4 n or2 r

Discharging toroidal field coil is equivalent to simple dump of the coil current to a resister,

and toroidal field decays exponentially as Bt=(BtoRP
/'r)e~t''r. The vessel current has the same

form as that of charging stage except that the magnitude is less by \/ a and the sign is

plus. The pressure is given by Equation (14), slightly different from Equation (8).

B,o2RP
2CTtv F vooU F

P = ( e t / r + )<e"l/r-e- | /rs))<e- | /r-e- | /rv) (14)
r r ( l - r v / r ) G 2 r ( l - r v / r ) G

And if again r > > r v , we get following equation.

B,o2Rp2atv F ptooU- F
P = (1 + ) e2[jT (15)

r2r G 2r G
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The maximum pressure is Rp"Rm(2+Rm)Bi<f/2/JOT' at t=0. It is about 4/a" times larger than

that of charging phase.

F in Equation (5) and G in Equation (6) have a variable a( 0) calculated along the

boundary of the vessel cross-section. If the boundary is described with single- or multi-

function well defined, F and G may be solved analytically, otherwise they are obtained

numerically. Let's consider a practical example with the design parameters of the vessel of

the KT-2 device. Figure 2 shows details of the vessel boundary which consists of three arcs

and one straight[5]. For solving F it is convenient to convert the double integral to a single

one as depicted in Fig. 3. Then, F is solved as Equation (16).

dA e af'sin2 9 69
F =/ = 2 / + 2 /

r ° Ri + aicos 9 c

a2sin 9 (a2sin 9 +Z2)d 9

R2 + a2cos 9

tan(0/2)/(Ri2-ai2) £

2(Ri0- aisintf- 2v
r(Ri2-ai2)tan ' ) I +

Ri + ai °

tan(0/2)y~(R22-a2
2)

2(R2<9- a2sin0- 2^(R2
2-a2

2)tan ' z2ln(R2+a2Cos 9 )) I (16)

G is given by Equation (17).

R2

G = / = 2 /
r °

2ai

/"(Ri -ai )
tan

a.A9
2 /

aicos 0 £ R2

tan(0/2)/"(Ri2-ai2)

Ri + ai

+ 2z2/(R2-a2) =

2a2

/•(R2Z-a2
2)

tan
R2 + a2

I + 2z2/(R2-a2) (17)

Table 1 summaries some parameters of the vessel geometry, material and the toroidal

field(refer to the notations in the Fig. 3 for geometry parameters)[2,3]. In this special case

F=0.667 and G=1.7657. The inductance and resistance of the vessel in the poloidal direction

are 1.334 x 10 7 H and 1.639 x 10 5 Q. The time constant of the vessel as a electrical circuit,

rv, is 8.14 msec, which is much shorter than that of the toroidal coil, r , and Rm is about
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Fig.2. Schematic of the KT-2 vacuum vessel.
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Table 1. Parameters for calculating induced vessel currents and pressures.

a

Bto

RP

T

tv

Ri

ai

R2

a2

Z2

£

V (ss 304L)

Rv

Lv

r v

1.5

3 Tesla

1.4 m

2.86 sec

0.012 m

1.2495 m

0.6645 m

1.27 m

0.214 m

0.45 m

87.4 * (1.5254 radian)

7xlO7 Q.m

1.639x10 5 Q

1.334x10 7 H

8.14 msec
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dr = ao> sine de

dA = 2 a© sine dr
= 2 ate)2 sine2 de

Fig.3. Model for surface integration over the vessel cross-section.



0.002845.

Evolution of the vessel eddy currents during toroidal coil charge for three values of the

wall thickness is shown in Fig. 4. The currents increase abruptly from zero to the maximums

in short times, order of r v ' s , and the profiles are very similar to simple exponential decays

after the maximums.

The pressure acting on the vessel during field rise is produced by interaction of a

basically decreasing current with a increasing field, therefore, there must be a maximum in

the pressure profile as described in Fig. 5. The peak pressure depends on the wall thickness

linearly in approximation, while the peak time is nearly constant for different thicknesses,

determined by only the time constant of the coil, and is found around 2(~2.861n2) sec, when

each of the current and the field has a half of it's maximum. For reference, relative errors of

Equations (11), (11)', (12) and (12)' compared with the exact solution, Equation (8), are

shown in Fig. 6.

During coil discharge both the current(as described in Fig. 4 considering only the trend)

and the field decrease at t>0*(~a fewrv), then the maximum pressure appears at t=0'(as

indicated in Fig. 7) and is given by combination of the maimum current and the maximum

field. The peak value is, as mentioned above, nearly A/a2 times higher than in the coil

charge for the same wall thickness.

The pressure is inversely proportional to r2, which may produces great unbalance in the

spatial distribution of the pressure. The ratio, K , of a maimum to a minimum in the pressure

distribution is expressed as K =((A-1)/(A+1))2 , here A is an effective aspect ratio. Because

KT-2 is a large-aspect-ratio device, the unbalance factor K is not so large and is about 3.3

as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 showing the spatial distributions of the maximum pressure

acting on the vessel during coil charge and discharge, respectively. The pressures are

expressed as -22500/r2(inward) and +38690/r2(outward) during the charging and discharging

stages, respectively, for 12 mm thick wall.

III. Diamagnetism change in a plasma disruption[6,7,8]

As the plasma looses it's energy due to some instabilities, the plasma temperature and the

poloidal beta(/3p) decrease steeply in a very short time of a few hundreds /^sec followed by

the main disruption. Although the real loss mechanism of the plasma energy is not well

known, it is reasonable to consider the energy to be lost linearly during the full period.

The pressure-balance equation in the plasma which has a large aspect ratio(R|/a,,>>l, aP

- 12 -
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is the plasma minor radius) is written approximately in the following form.

<p> s (18)
2 n o 2 !<• ii

where, p: plasma pressure( = 21 nkTk, n and T are density and temperature of kth species)[Pa]

< >: average over the volume containing the plasma, equivalent to the average over

the plasma cross-section assuming axisymmetry.

<< »>f'- average over the flux surface, equivalent to the average along the

perimeter of the plasma cross-section assuming axisymmetry.

<<Bp>>sr = / B • dfc// dt =fiolp/J dt, IP is plasma current, / dt is a line integral along

the plasma periphery(~27rao((l+k2)/2) 2), ao and k are the short minor radius

and elongation of the plasma cross-section.

B^: toroidal field in air or vacuum.

Bt inside the plasma is produced by internal poloidal current source as well as external

toroidal field coils, while BP is produced by the toroidal plasma current. For given plasma

current and the plasma pressure profiles, <Bt
2-Bla

2> is adjusted in such a way that the

pressure-balance equation is satisfied. If we define A 0 as flux change due to plasma

diamagnetism or paramagnetism, then A <I>= J (Bi-B^)ds = «Bi-Bia»s where s denotes the

plasma cross-section. As <Bt
2-Bta2>=<(Bi+BJ(Bl-BJ> = 2<Bta(Bt-Bu)>=2;rRpBto<<Bl-Bla>>s

/V~2B to^ <P/S, where V is the volume of the plasma and S is the area of the plasma

cross-section(S~ ;rao2k(2Ji( S )/8 ), Ji(x) is the first order Bessel function of the first kind and

6 is triangularity of the plasma cross-section, V=2;rRp(l-0.233<5/A)Ss2;rRpS), Equation (18)

is arranged as Equation (19).

Mo%2 (4k]dd)/S)
A0 = (1-/8 P) (19)

2

where, 0P- average poloidal beta(=2juo<p>/<<Bp>>2;plasma kinetic energy4-magnetic energy)

J 0 > O if £p<l(paramagnetic; increase of toroidal magnetic field), and A 0<O if £P>1

(diamagnetic; decrease of toroidal magnetic field) as illustrated in Fig. 10.

In the totoidal device there exists always a toroidal magnetic field. Without plasma there

is no change of the toroidal magnetic fluxM 0=0). As plasma is generated (possibly by RF)
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CURVE 1: ft < 1 ; BD > 0 (PARAMAGNETISM)
2: ft = 1 ; B, = 0
3: ft, < 1 ! BD < 0 (DIAMAGNETISM)
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CURRENT

-+|BS|(DIAMAGNETIC FIELD)

R
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Fig. 10. Diamagnetism change in the tokamak plasma.
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in the magnetic field, diamagnetic current induced by the radial gradient of the plasma

pressure starts to flow and produces additional toroidal fields antiparallel to the original one.

which represents there may be abrupt change of the toroidal flux. If the plasma is initiated

by a toroidal loop voltage there must be a toroidal current producing poloidal magnetic fields

whose radial gradient can make paramagnetic poloidal current. In a cold plasma( /3,,~0), as

just genrated before sufficient heating, paramagnetic current is larger than diamagnetic one,

and A 0>O, but the magnitude is expected to be small because of low plasma current.

As the plasma (toroidal) current develops further, flux change depends only on the current,

that is A0~lp
2. If the plasma is heated up sufficiently by RF or NBI the diamagnetic

current increases and takes over the paramagnetic one, the net change of A 0 is negative

In the plasma disruption the current quench, relatively slow phenamenon, follows the

energy quench[9]. During the energy quench the plasma current is assumed to be not

changed, but the poloidal beta decreases to zero, which causes increase of A 0, while during

the current quench the plasma current decays to zero, which results in decrease of A 0.

Current ramp down in the end of a normal mode may cause an increase of the poloidal beta,

which make the flux change complicate, but it is not easy to treat it theoretically here.

Figure 11 shows typical relation of the variations of the plasma curent, diamagnetic signal

and poloidal beta[7].

When the plasma poloidal beta changes fromySpi to #Pf in AU, the vessel current induced

during a plasma disruption, Iv> is given by following equation.

8 0 80r v

Iv = (1 - e L ' r v ) = (1 - e L ' r v ) (20)
LvAte

where, 8 0 = A0t -A0\, suffix i and f denote initial and final values, A0\ = xx(l-/?pf),

A0i = xx(l-/9Pi), finally 80 = xx(/3Pr/?pf)(refer to Equation (19) for the exact

expression of the term xx).

If A 0 is non-zero during At? and assuming AU«TV, the maximum vessel current Ivm

is approximately given by 8 0/Lv. This means that flux change is almost converted to

magnetic energy of the vessel rather than resistive consumption during Ate. And note that Iv

has minus sign if 0 &> 0 P(, and vice versa. Then using Equations (1), (19) and (20) the

pressure is expressed as Equation (21).
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Fig. 11. Variations of the plasma current,
diamagnetism and poloidal beta.
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8 0 BioRp n o 8 0
( + )

2 K rLv r 4 x rLv

/^ 0 Ip ( P p i " P pf) /I l \p /^ (} lp { P pj~ p pf) ,

(21)
2Lvr2 256 x

where, / =4kji( 5 )/S (1+k2)

The second term of RHS of Equation (21) is much less than the first term, it is, therefore,

neglected in the sample calculation using the parameters of K T - 2 which is summarized in

Table 2.

S 0 is calculated during the plasma disruption for /?Pi=2.3 to be 9.77x10" Wb, assuming

jflpf is reasonably 0, and Ivm is -7.325xlO4 A. Then the pressure acting on the vacuum vessel

is expressed as -48965/r2, which implies the inward pressure.

If 0P is nearly zero or constant and there is only a linear change of the plasma current Ip

as Ip(t)=Ii+(Ir-Ii)t/z?tk=Ii+ r t ( k = r for current rising, k=c for current quench, h is the initial

current, r is the change rate of the plasma current), Iv and P are given as below.

2Q
Iv = y((Ii - r r v ) ( l - e" l / rv) + y t) (22)

Rv

2Q Bio
P = y((Ii - r r , ) ( l - e 1 7 ^ ) + y t ) (23)

Rv
 2

where, Q= n o2 A (1 - 0 p)/8 n Bto.

If 7 >0 (during plasma initiation), it is easily found that Iv increases monotonically, then we

can obtain approximate forms of Equation (22) as follows;

for t « r ,

2Q y (Ii+ r t/2)
Iv = t (24)

Lv

and for t>> r v

2Q y 2 2Q y
Iv = t = Ip (25)

Rv Rv
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If 7 <0 (during plasma disruption), there is a maximum in Iv and P at t = r v l n ( l - I / r r v), as

given by Equations (26) and (27).

2Qr
Iv = (I, + 7 r v l n d - I / r r v ) ) (26)

Rv

2Q r BuJRp
P = (I, + 7 rv lnU-I / r rv)) (27)

Rv 2 x r2

For two extreme cases 1) I / r < < r v and 2) Is/ r >> r v, Equation (26) may be approximated

to following equations.

Q I,2

1) Iv « (28)

2Qr
2) Iv « Ii (29)

Rv

Equation (28) can be also derived by the relation A\v-A 0/Lv=QI2/Lv(when Ip changes from Ii

to 0). Equation (29) is basically equivalent to Equation (25).

Using the parameters of Table 2 and assuming 7 =1 MA/s in the start-up, 7 =-500 MA/s

in the disruption, and /5P=0 in the both stages, variations of the vessel current are described

as Fig. (12) and Fig. (13), respectively. Maximum induced vessel currents are calculated to be

-1019 A during current rise in Equation (22), and 29448 A during current quench in Equation

(26). The pressure exerting on the vessel due to diamagnetism change by current rise and

current quench during the plasma initiation and disruption are expressed as -682/r2 and

19684/r2, respectively. Table 3 summarizes whole results obtained above.

The non-uniform spatial distribution of the pressure and the toroidal geometry of the

tokamak vessel leads to non-vanishing horizontal forces exerting on the vessel. The pressures

obtained above all have the form of Pc/r2(Po~IvBtoRp/2^). Horizontal force(centering or

expanding) is obtained by integration of the radial component of the normal pressure as

illustrated by Equation (30).

Fr = J2;rrPcos0de = J 2 K rPcos 6 ad 6 = 2 ^ / P r d z = 2?rPn/dz/r (30)

If any functional expression for the plasma boundary is given, Fr is calculated analytically or
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Table 2. Plasma paremeters related with the plasma beta change.

Ip

RP

ao

A

k

S

J i U )

A (=4kji( S )/S (1+k2))

/3P

/VA

Q(=po2/Ul -/?P)/8^Bl0)

Jte(energy quench)

Jtc(current quench)

Jtr(current rising)

500 kA

1.4 m

0.5 m

5.6

1.8

0.6

0.2867

0.8114

2.3

0.45

1.7 x 10 14(/SP=0)

— 0.5 ms

~1 ms

0.5 s
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Fig. 12. Variation of the vessel current induced by diamagnetism change during plasma initiation.
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Table 3. The pressures induced on the vessel during toroidal field changes.

TF change

-TF rising

-TF damping

Diamagnetism

-energy quench during disruption

0 P = 2.3

/2P = 0

-plasma current change( $ P=0)

• current rising
dlp/dt = +1MA/S

• current decay in disruption
dlp/dt = -500MA/s

-22498/r2 Pa

+38687/r2 Pa

-48965/r2 Pa

+21289A2 Pa

-682/r2 Pa

+19684/r2 Pa
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numerically. For the KT-2 vacuum vesseKrcfer to Fig. 2) we get following equation.

e aicos 9 69 r a2cos 9 d 0 z-_>
F r = 4 Tt P,)( J + J +

0 R+acos t f £ R+acos t f (Rj-a2)

2Ri ((Ri-ai)tan0/2)
= 4 a- Po( ( 61 tan * —• ) I +

2R2 ((R2-a2)tan0/2)
(9 - tan1 ) | - Z2/(R>-a2)) (31)

/~(R2
2-a2

2) vr(R2
2-a2

2)

Using the parameters given at Table 1, Fr = -3.05Po, which indicates that an inward pressure

produces a net force directing the large major radius side, and vice versa (contrary to the

trend for atmospheric pressure of uniform distribution). An approximate form of the radial

force is obtained from Equation (30). That is, Fr=2 7r Po / dz/r=2 ;r Po / rdz/r2~2;rPo/ dh/W=2n

PoAv/Ro2(Av is the cross-sectional area of the vessel).

We can also get an expression for vertical force Fv as follows;

£ aisin#d#

0 Ri+aicos 9

2 x Po(ln(Ri+aicos 9

}

I

e

) 1
0

T a2sin869

! R 2 +a 2 cos^

+ ln(R2+a2COS 9 (32)

As inserting KT-2 parameters to Equation (32), the relation Fv = +3.96Po is obtained. Table 4

summaries the horizontal and vertical forces acting on the KT-2 vessel for the three modes

producing the pressures of 1/r2 form.

IV. Stress Analysis

The functional forms of the pressure acting on the vacuum vessel due to the poloidal eddy

currents in any operation modes disussed above have the characteristic term of 1/r". It is

easily expected that similar patterns will be obtained in the stress distribution if it is caused

by the forces of the same spatial variation. Therefore, stress analysis was performed for only
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Table 4. The forces exerting on the vessel during toroidal field changes.

TF rising

TF damping

Diamagnetism

£p = 2.3

£p = 0

dIp/dt=lMA/s

dVdt=-500MA/s

Fr +68691 Nt (centrifugal)

Fv -88998 Nt (compression)

Fr -118119 Nt (centripetal)
Fv +153038 Nt (tension)

Fr +149342 Nt
Fv -193900 Nt

Fr -64931 Nt
Fv +84304 Nt

Fr +2080 Nt
Fv -2701 Nt

Fr -60036 Nt
Fv +77949 Nt



two modes of TF damping and energy quench considering directions and magnitudes of the

pressure(refer to Table 3).

The stress analysis was performed using 3D FEM code (ANSYS 5.2). AXSYS code

consists of three processors! General Processor(/PREP7)-model generation, Solution Processor

(/Solu)-define boundary conditions and solve the problem, General PostProcessor(/POSTl)-

estimate analysis results.

Table 5 summaries the parameters used in the stress analysis. Fig. 14 is the 3D finite

element model describing a quarter of the KT-2 vacuum vessel. This model includes all

ports installed in the 90° section and one support. All weldments are asssumed to have the

same material property with the original wall. It is also supposed that the vessel material is

isotropic and elastic(Hooke's law is valid).

Figures 15 and 16 show 3D distributions of stress and deformation due to the atmospheric

pressure applied uniformly on the vessel before tokamak discharge. The maximum stress

appears at the boundary of the vessel wall and the NBI port to be 0.612xlO8 Pa. It may be,

however, much different from an average stress pattern, which is easily guessed from the

fact that cool-colored pattern of relatively low stress covers almost whole surface of the

model and hot-colored area of high stress is extremely localized as shown in Fig. 15. The

maximum deformation is 0.241 mm.

Figures 17 and 18 show the stress and deformation distributions on the vessel during TF

damping. In this mode, the total mechanical load to the vessel is given as combination of the

force due to TF damping itself and the atmospheric pressure. Because the induced pressure

due to decrease of the toroidal field is outward which cancels much of the atmospheric

pressure, the stress in this case is expected to moderate compared with the stress due to

atmospheric pressure only. The majority of vacuum vessel has the stress in the range of

0.620xl07~0.248xl08 Pa. The maximum stress is 0.558xl08 Pa occurred at the welding line

between the wall and the NBI port. This value is larger than 1/3 of the yield strength of s.s

304L, which means reinforcing structures must be added to the NBI port. The maximum

deformation is 0.223 mm.

Fig. 19 is the stress distribution on the poloidal belt at a minor vessel cross-section far

from the ports. This result is easily understandable and looks very reasonable comparing with

2D analysis(not shown here).

Figures 20 and 21 show 3D stress and deformation distributions due to diamagnetism

change (increase of toroidal field) in the energy quench during a plasma distruption. Since the

pressure caused by increase of the toroidal field is inward, then it adds to the atmospheric

one. The stress on most part of vacuum vessel is in the range of 0.756x10' —0.302x10* Pa.
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Table 5. Input parameters for the stress analysis.

Material

EMUNIT
ANTYPE
Element Type
Element Size
Element Numbers
Young's Modulus
Density
Poisson's ratio
Real constant

. small circle port wall thickness

. slim port wall thickness

. vacuum vessel wall thickness

. big, NBI port wall thickness

. small,slim,NBI port flange thickness

. big port flange thickness
Main coordinate system
Theta ; ( 9=0° , 90°
Constraint

.64" <9<7V , -94.2° <?<-58.5°

SUS304L ,
MKS
STATIC
SHELL 63

less than 3
15802

1.88x10"
7900

0.27

5
10
12
15
25
30
Cylindrical
Symmetry

All DOF

Isotropic

cm
ea
N/m2

kgm/m'

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

( quarter modeling )
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ANSYS 5.2
OCT 17 1936
19:20:59
ELEMENTS
TYPE NUM
XU =-.2163
YU =.1202
Z\) =.9S89
*DIST=1.725
*XF =1.08?

=1.128
=-.01B483

Z-BUFFER

Fig. 14. 3D finite element Model of the KT-2 vacuum vessel.



atmospheric pressure

ANSYS
OCT 4
1 1 : 5 4 :
NODAL
STEP=1
SUB =1
TIME=1
SEQV
TOP
DMX = .
SMX = .

A
mm
SHI
g>MgM]MHhM •M i
iSiil
|B|jjiffgjllai| •

[:- l*-v 1
1 1

5.2
1996

54
SOLUTION

241E-03
612E+08

G80E+0?
13GE+08
2A4E+08
272E+08
340E+08
408E+08
47GE+0B
544E+08
G12E+08

Fig. 15. Stress distribution on the vessel by the atmospheric pressure.



atmospheric pressure

ANSYS 5.2
OCT 4 199G
12:03:49
NODAL SOLUTION
STEP=1
SUB =1
TIHE=I
USUM
TOP
RSYS=0
DMX =.241E-03
SMX =.241E-03

.2G8E-04

.536E-04

.894E-04

.107E-O3

.134E-03

.161E-03

.188E-03

.214E-03

.241E-03

Fig. 16. Deformation of the vessel by the atmospheric pressure.



ANSYS 5.Z
SEP 30 1996
18:18:10
NODAL SOLUTION
STEP=1
SUB -1
TIME=1
SEQU (AUG.)
TOP
DMX =.2Z3E-03
SMX =.558E+08
SMXB=.935E+08

.B20E+07

.124E+08

.18GE+08
•248E+08
.310E+08
•372E+08
•434E+08
.49GE+08
•558E+08

cm

Fig. 17. Stress distribution on the vessel during TF damping.



ANSYS 5.2
SEP 30 1996
19:36:10
NODAL SOLUTION
STEP=1
SUB =1
TIME=1
USUM
TOP

8
DMX =.223E-03
SEPC=Z9.978
SMX =.223E-03

0
.248E-04
•496E-04

EZZ1

E=Z3

.993E-04

.124E-03

.149E-03

.174E-03

.139E-93
•223E-03

Fig. 18. Deformation of the vessel during TF damping.



ANSYS 5.2
NOV IB 199G
09:41:33
NODAL SOLUTION
STEP=1
SUB =1
TIME=1
SEQU IAUG)
TOP
DMX =.131E-03
SMN =.147E+07
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.451E+07
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•G54E+07
.755E+07
.85SE+07
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Fig. 19. Stress distribution on a poloidal belt section in TF damping.



ANSYS 5.2
NOU 12 199G
10:27:03
NODAL SOLUTION
STEP=1
SUB =1
TII1E=1
SEQV mi/'G)
TOP
DMX =.273E-03
SMX =.G80E+08

756E+07
.151E+08
.227E+08
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.G05E+08
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Fig. 20. Stress distribution due to diamagnetism change during energy quench.
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ANSYS
NOU 12
11:10:
NODAL
STEP=1
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TIME=1
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TOP
DMX =.
SMN =.
SMX =.

5.2
199G

20
SOLUTION

I A'JG)

190E-03
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Fig. 22. Stress distribution on a poloidal belt section in the energy quench.



The maximum stress is 0.680xl08 Pa. This value is not so larger than expected considering

that in the mode of TF damping, because the stress concentration is occurred around the NBI

port(large major radius side) where the magnitude and resultant effect of induced pressures of

1/r" form are much lower than those of the atmospheric pressure. The maximum deformation

is 0.273 mm.

Fig. 22 is the stress distribution on a poloidal belt section like as Fig. 19. As comparing

the stresses on the linear part of the vesseK 8 —180° ) in the Figures 19 and 22, there is a

large difference by ~2 (equivalent to the ratio of the pressures exerted) between two values,

which represents that the stress analysis has been performed properly.

V. Conclusions

Analytic forms for the poloidal eddy currents flowing on the vessel, consequent pressures

and forces acting on it were presented. The results were applied to typical operation modes

of the KT-2 tokamak: machine start-up(TF coil charge), shut-down(discharge) and plasma

disruption(diamgnetism change).

Stress anlysis for two typical operation modes of TF damping in the machine shut-down

and plasma energy quench during the plasma disruption were carried out using 3D FEM

code(ANSYS 5.2). The results of the stress analysis are summarized as follows;

"~—-^^jjiode

Max. deformation

Max. stress

Most part of vessel

Linear part of vessel

Atmospheric pressure

0.241 mm

0.612xl08 Pa

0.680xl07~0.272xl08 Pa

TF damping

0.223 mm

0.558xl08 Pa

0.620xl07~0.248xl08 Pa

0.775xl07 Pa

Energy Quench

0.273 mm

0.680xl08 Pa

0.756xl07~0.302xl0s Pa

0.154xl08 Pa
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